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Two sessions in FYS expanded to four sessions in 
FYS/CCC
Vague objectives
Librarian-dependent content – geared to librarian 
strengths but not every student received same content 
across two courses
Librarians and Core Course director revised FY 








In-class activities > Lecture
In-class workshop
FYS Library Sessions
Session 1 - Orientation
• Contact the Librarian
• Identify library spaces and purposes
• Navigate library website
• Locate book
• Locate and open ebook
• Library of  Congress classification
Session 2 – Find Quality Sources
• Create search strategy using Boolean
• Revise search strategy
• Locate book




Session 3 – Document Sources
• Identify parts of  a citation
• Create simple citations
• Find items based on citation
• Use citation management software
Session 4  - Evaluate A Wide 
Variety of  Sources 
• Revise search strategy to include 
diverse sources
• Evaluate resources
• Determine if  resource is scholarly
FY Information 
Literacy Libguide
• Everything students and 
librarian need in one place
• https://libguides.messiah.
edu/FY/FYCurriculum
Fall 2019 – Initial Rollout of  FYS
• Classes and Content Went Well
• Great assessment data
• Great feedback
Ready for Spring 2020 Initial 





Third library session – as planned in person
Fourth library session – moved online within days
Created list of  activities for students to do for fourth session
TIMELINE: Closed March 15.  Activity list sent to CCC faculty March 20.
Outline of  
Session 4
Evaluate Evaluate source you found to determine if it is scholarly.
Evaluate Evaluate a source you found to determine if it is credible
Describe Describe your search strategy
Describe Describe the resource/database you chose
Search Search the chosen resource with your vocation paper topic. 
Choose Choose ONE resource from video #3
Complete Complete a Google Forms survey: (10 minutes)
Watch Watch Video #3: Explore a variety of library resources (10 minutes)
Watch Watch Video #2: Evaluate source to determine if a source is scholarly (3 minutes)
Watch Watch Video #1: Evaluate source to determine if a source is credible (5 minutes)
Onward and 
Upward……









Preparation for Fall 2020
ASYNCHRONOUS 
MODULES IN CANVAS









Additional Duties As 
Assigned…..
• Late-breaking objective: Create feeling 
of  connection with FY students in an 
“unconnected” semester.
• Respond to each student in each session
• LOTS and LOTS of  typing!
Assessment of  FYS
Presurvey, Quizzes, Project Outcome
• 93% - helped complete assignment. 
78% helped do better in class
• Some quiz scores much better than in 
person
• I didn't know that there were so many different 
places all within our library to search for 
information of a particular topic, so it was really 
cool to learn about all the resources.
Where Do 
We Go From 
Here?
• Fall 2021 is still a mystery……
• If  hybrid – small tweeks to module delivery
• If  in-person
• Return to previous model
• Revise to get the best of  both worlds 
(Better scores in modules than in-person)
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